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In 1905 Hermann Minkowski introduced his theory of reduction of positive definite quadratic forms. Recently, Hans J. Zassenhaus has suggested that this theory can be applied to the problem of row reduction of matrices of integers. Computational investigations have shown that for matrices with more columns than rows, the number of steps required for reduction decreases drastically.
In this paper it is proved that as the number of columns increases, the probability that a matrix is Minkowski reduced approaches one. This fact is the motivation behind the introduction of a modified version of Minkowski reduction, resulting in a reduction procedure more suitable for computation.
Introduction. In 1905 Hermann Minkowski introduced his theory of
reduction of positive definite quadratic forms [1] . This theory is one of the essential foundations of the geometry of numbers. Recently, Hans J. Zassenhaus has suggested that Minkowski reduction can be applied to the problem of row reduction of matrices of integers [2] . It is the study and development of this idea that forms the basis of this paper; emphasis is placed particularly on the reduction algorithm, as adapted to machine computation. Section 2 is devoted to the theoretical foundations of the subject, including an outline of Minkowski's original work. Statistical methods are used in Section 3 to examine the algorithm, and the result is the main theorem of the dissertation. This theorem gives a relationship between the dimensions of a matrix and the probability that it is reduced. In Section 4, motivated by the theorem, a modified version of Minkowski reduction is defined and developed.
2. Theoretical Background. We are concerned with matrices of integers. Two matrices A and B are said to be unimodularly equivalent if and only if there exists a unimodular integral matrix U such that A = UB. Our aim here is to define a canonical representative, the "reduced" matrix, in each class, and to provide an algorithm for finding the reduced matrix equivalent to a given matrix. 2.1. The Hermite Normal Form. The usual method of reduction of integral matrices was introduced by Hermite in 1851 [3] . Among more recent accounts of his theory is the one by MacDuffee [4] . Hermite showed that every matrix is unimodularly equivalent to one in upper triangular form, such that each entry above the diagonal is bounded by one-half the magnitude of the diagonal entry directly below it. Such a matrix is said to be in Hermite normal form.
Several algorithms to compute the Hermite normal form of a given matrix have have been published, all of them similar [5] , [6] , [7] . Implementation of these algorithms for machine computation suffers one major drawback, that of overflow. The computer investigations by Zassenhaus and David Ford verified the fact that the numbers generated by the reduction procedure can increase rapidly in magnitude, beyond the capacity of the typical machine, even when the matrices to be reduced have as few as three or four rows and entries bounded in magnitude by 100.
2.2. Matrices and Modules. Before we pursue our alternative to Hermitian reduction, we shall mention the connection between a matrix and its associated Zmodule, first developed by Chatelet [8] . Suppose A is an m x n real matrix, with rows a., a2, . . . , am. With addition and scalar multiplication defined componentwise, the Z-module generated by a., . . . , am is called the row module of A. a.,
. . . , am form a basis for the row module if and only if A is nonsingular. If A is nonsingular, there is a one-to-one correspondence between matrices unimodularly equivalent to A (modulo the ordering of the rows) and bases of the row module. Thus, reduction is equivalent to selecting a canonical basis for the row module. It is this correspondence which leads us to develop the theory of Minkowski reduction in terms of modules.
Remark. The row module of A may be thought of as a lattice in real ndimensional space. It is here that the connection with the geometry of numbers lies. Minkowski's work is done in terms of lattices.
Remark. Although the primary concern is with integral matrices, the reduction theory is valid for real matrices. Most of the work following will be in this more general setting.
2.3. Gauge Functions. The basic idea of Minkowski reduction is to choose a matrix from each equivalence class whose rows are as short as possible, according to some definition of length. Minkowski used the common Euclidean length; this was generalized to the gauge function by Weyl [9] . Since we can consider any Z-module of row vectors as a subset of a real «-dimensional vector space, we shall define gauge functions on real vector spaces.
Definition. Let V he a real vector space. A gauge function on F is a function / : V -> R such that for x, y e V we have :
1. fix) > 0, except /(0) = 0. 2. fitx) = 11 |/(x) for all t e R.
fix+y)<fix)+fiy).
With/as the norm, F becomes a finite-dimensional normed linear space. It follows that all gauges on V generate the same topology [10] .
By means of the correspondence between matrix rows and elements of the row module we now have a means by which to measure the length of rows. The second definition is most useful for matrices, for the inequalities (1.5.1) can be checked once we are given the matrix and the function /. The algorithm for reducing a matrix is based on the first so-called finiteness theorem:
Theorem.
When the gauge function used is the Euclidean norm /(x., . . . , xn) = (x2 4-• • • 4-x2)Vl, then we can select finitely many of the inequalities (1.5.1) from which all the rest follow.
The theorem is true only for gauge functions in the form of positive definite quadratic forms [11] . Thus, the algorithm is as follows: We are given a matrix A, with rows a., . . . , Since our concern is the determination of a unique representative of each class, this is important. In the case where we must select from several different reduced matrices in a class, Zassenhaus uses the lexicographic ordering [2] . This consideration completes the algorithm.
When m = 2, 3, or 4, the necessary inequalities are those for which the coefficients s{ take on the values 0 or ± 1. In these cases the number of tests is small, and the unimodular transformations used in the reduction steps consist merely of replacing the row ak by the row sxax + • • • + smam. However, when m > 5, the number of inequalities to be tested begins to increase rapidly. A table of these for m < 6 is found in Tammela [16] . When m > 7, we may no longer assume sk = 1 in (1.5.1), and this is another significant complication [12] . It is clear that no similar phenomenon should occur in the Hermitian case, since only the leftmost square of the matrix is actually used to make decisions in the algorithm, with the rest of the columns merely being carried along.
It is important to note that we must investigate the algorithm from a statistical point of view. Since any matrix can be lengthened by adding columns of zeros, without affecting its reduction, we cannot expect that any absolute measure of the speed of the algorithm would improve as the number of columns increased. We consider instead the average behavior of matrices. Then (3.1.1) PiXEA)= jjiX).
2. X can have a uniform distribution if we think of Rmn as a conditional probability space [13] . Then (3.1.2) PiXeA\XGB)= "*¿flB>> .
miß)
The disadvantage is that we can determine only conditional probabilities.
3. Since we are concerned primarily with integer matrices, we might define the density of a set of integer points in Rmn as follows:
(# of integer points in A n 5t) (3.1. where Sk denotes the sphere of radius k centered at the origin. This D is not, however, a probability, since it is only finitely additive. In our computations in the following sections, we investigate directly the conditional probability Pm n k = PiK n Sk \Sk) as defined by (3.1.2), where K is the set of nonreduced matrices in Rmn. We will show later the connection between Pk and the probabilities defined in (3.1.1) and (3.1.3).
3.2. The Reduction Inequalities. The set of reduced matrices, the measure of which is to be computed, is determined by the inequalities (3.0.1). To simplify matters, we make some observations on these inequalities. In our list of necessary inequalities, we may assume we never have sk = 0. For if (sfc, . . . , sm ) = 1 and sk = 0, then for some t>k,st¥:0, (sf, . . . , sm) = 1, and
We may write the inequality (3.0.1) as
To further simplify (3.2.3) we use the following lemma:
Lemma. If\a¡ • a¡\la2 < \si\¡m\s/.\ for all 1 < i, j < m; s¡, s, ¥= 0, then (3.2.3) is satisfied. 
The second summation here is less than or equal to 0, so we have 4. Extended Reduction.
Reduction by Submatrices. The purpose of this section is to investigate
Minkowski reduction, with the aim of making it more suitable for computation. We recall that the main difficulty in Minkowski reduction is the large number of inequalities to be tested. The theorem of Section 2 suggests that some type of blockwise reduction might be advantageous; since long thin matrices are easy to reduce, perhaps we can develop some connection between reduction of a matrix and its submatrices. For example, given a 24 x 24 matrix A, we break it up into six 4 x 24 matrices Ax, . . . ,A6. By reducing Ax, . . . , A6, we hope to be able to find the reduced form of A.
Unfortunately, even if all submatrices of a matrix are reduced, there is still a possibility that a linear combination of all its rows may give a further reduction. In fact, the inequalities to be checked involving all the rows will be the most numerous and difficult to use.
To circumvent this difficulty, we must be able to make final the choice of the submatrices _4., . . . ,Ak from the row module; that is, no more operations involving rows of different submatrices should be necessary, once A.,..., Ak are chosen.
Also, further reduction of the individual submatrices should be possible without altering this choice. Minkowski's definition of reduction will not permit this type of scheme; we need a new definition. To do so, we need a way of choosing submatrices of a matrix which generalizes Minkowski's method of choosing rows, which is based on the gauge function. We will obtain a gauge function on matrices by first looking at the Grassmann algebra of a matrix. 
Corollary. 4 is row-dependent if and only if f(A) = 0.
These are the important properties we need for our applications to matrices. The improvement therefore over the standard Minkowski reduction is that instead of finding the successive minima of a module or form, we need only find the absolute minimum. In addition, we can expect on the basis of the theorem of Section 2 that the task of (1, k -1) reducing each submatrix will become easier as we proceed, since the number of columns will remain fixed as the number of rows decreases.
